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Where is the time going with us already halfway through the year 
and the rush to get all the “before Christmas” promises finished, 
just around the corner.

Back to 1966 to the “Old Brick Building” which is our cover 
story covering the redevelopment of the Townsville RSL recently 
completed by B&G Commercial Plastering on pages 5-6.

Innovative and time saving materials and devices have always 
been part of the plastering industry with mechanical tools, sanding 
equipment, different types of drywall, compounds and it was just 
a matter of time for what appears to be tapeless joints now on the 
immediate horizon as noted in What’s New on page 27.

Environmental changes are occurring all the time, with lightweight 
construction and renewable products being introduced. In the last 
edition we discussed massive timbers in vertical applications and 
this edition we cover the horizontal application of timber/concrete 
composite products on page 20.

It’s time for some of those cautious new tradies who are reluctant to 
have a go at cornicing to bite the bullet, so we have endeavoured to 
give some basic and hopefully easy to follow suggestions on page 
10.

An increase in population and migration to CBDs in larger cities 
over recent times has necessitated building vertically with high rise 
apartments and smaller blocks to accommodate the masses. In 
these environments, zero lot construction innovation comes to the 
fore. See pages 15-16.

Failing to collect evidence as a project progresses can cost you time 
and money. Learn what to collect on page 19 and how technology 
can help with digital records on pages 25-26.

As promised in the last edition, we have included industry 
information regarding fire door frames and have concluded that 
back filling saves non-compliance issues. See page 28.

Hope you enjoy this edition, remember there is only one more 
edition to go before our National Conference in Darwin. See the 
roundup of speakers on page 31.

Doug Smith
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Known as “The Old Brick Building” back in 1966 when the Townsville RSL 
Clubhouse first opened, the landmark building has recently undergone a sweeping 
redevelopment from B&G Plastering Pty Ltd, bringing a fresh, modern look to the 
historic complex.

“The entire redevelopment was 
undertaken whilst the club was 
operating so services needed 
to be maintained continuously. 
Noisy and commissioning 
works were undertaken out of 
hours” said Geoff Hart, General 
Manager of B&G Plastering.

The redevelopment consisted 
of four areas – a loading dock; 

a new sports bar (the bar contains a state of the art AV 
system including a sound ceiling for sound isolation to 
one area); Garrisons, a 160 seat all-day bistro; and a 
children’s room and amenities area.

Due to the nature of the project, each portion of the 
redevelopment had to flow on from the previous section 
which meant that the four discrete portions could not 
run concurrently. To reduce the overall time-frame of the 
project, the construction group worked with the club 
to keep food and beverage services running in smaller 
temporary areas during construction of the new facilities. 
This allowed for 7 weeks to be trimmed from the project 
during the initial planning stage.

Setting up all the curved bulkheads for the perimeter of 
the timber slat ceiling was the key to this coming together 
as smoothly as possible. This was highly technically 
challenging as it consisted of 11 different ellipses that had 
to merge together and integrate with the ceiling. “I have 

A grand redevelopment for a  
50 year old club
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to give a wrap to Ken Goodhew, our supervisor on this 
project. Ken is a bit of a legend in North Queensland and 
has been fixing ceilings since the Stuccoid days and after 
17 years or so with B&G still does things I would not have 
thought to do,” said Geoff. 

“These days it seems every job has a new or at least 
unheard of feature slat, beam or panel either of timber, 
aluminium or some composite material. Once you 
have a handle on these products they are generally all 
reasonable to work with, but at tender time you are never 
that sure. The saw tooth acoustic panels on this project 
were a bit of challenge, especially the last panel.”

The new Sports Bar was constructed partially in an 
old medical suite on a neighbouring (later combined) 
property. In order to minimise the impact on the club’s 
ANZAC 100 Year celebrations, the team completed all 
extension and refurbishment works prior to the event 
and then “joined in” once the club returned to normal 
operations.

Garrisons Bistro is located within the existing building 
framework and was hampered by low ceiling height, 
requiring careful planning and selection of ceiling 
materials and services to ensure that visual volume 
could be introduced into the new area. However, this in 
itself created issues with noise transference through the 
first floor slab during construction, which was overcome 
by amending working times ensuring all works to the 
existing suspended slab were completed out of hours.

B&G has been providing full Knauf packages for the 
last 20 projects. The RSL being no different, had Knauf 
plasterboard, steel and insulation components all 
bundled to suit the specifications and systems. “We 
also find our clients prefer the packages in regard to the 
project warranties and guarantees.

“We are pleased with the Knauf product which has 
maintained a good run on quality. The Plastamasta 
deliveries and service met our expectations which also 
assisted in the project being completed in 44 weeks.” 
Despite a 3 week delay caused by electricity issues in 
the aftermath of Cyclone Marcia that affected North 
Queensland in early 2015, the project was delivered 
under budget and 1 week ahead of the projected 
schedule.”

Looking to tender for similar or other projects?
Contact B&G Plastering Pty Ltd
Phone (07) 4728 8431
Website www.bgplaster.com.au

A grand redevelopment for a 50 year old club cont.
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PROFILE

Mark Malone started in the construction industry as a 
Solid Plasterer at the age of 18 and then switched to 
Drywall at age 20 after being offered an apprenticeship 
with a small local operator. The company employed 
3-4 tradies and apprentices combined, supplying and 
installing plasterboard and cornice to a couple of housing 
builders along with some minor maintenance work. Mark 
was a keen worker putting 100% into everything he did 
and soon became quite skilled at housing under the 
mentorship of one of the tradies.

Following his apprenticeship Mark started as a sub-
contractor, honing his skills as well as learning how to 
manage the new concept of running a small business. 
Lucky for him, Niki, his girlfriend (now wife) put her hand 
up to help with the accounts.

At the age of 24, Mark and Niki went from week to 
week earnings to working with a builder undertaking 
$1,000,000 work a year. Mark recalls telling his 
accountant at the time that he was going to go from 
turning over $70,000 to $1,000,000 a year who scoffed 
and said, “Let’s see how you go.” They worked 6 days 
a week, 10-12 hours a day; Niki putting on the nail bag 
on weekends and any chance Mark could get her on site 
- they had a great system and fixed and set 250m2 floor 
area houses in 4 days.

After enjoying 6 years of steady work, the 2008 GFC 
unfortunately shut down the builder. Out of adversity 
comes opportunity and through a chance meeting, Mark 
and Niki’s path changed direction into the commercial 
construction industry. Mark’s journey is testament to 
the fact that you should embrace every opportunity 
enthusiastically and take pride in all your work – even 
when it’s a small project. In his case, a $350 job turned 
into a $100,000 office fitout and an introduction to a 
whole new world of acoustic systems, fire rated systems, 
laser cut acoustic panels and aluminium partition suites.

From this came a period of rapid growth and the need for 
learning quickly. Not only on the technical front but also 
industrial relations and contract management. Mark and 
Niki had to grow the team to cope with the additional 
business and as they grew, their contracts had to be 
better managed.

Last year they took on their most ambitious project - the 
Cairns Private Hospital redevelopment which involved 60 
or so rooms, admin offices and amenities in a new build 
and renovation of an existing building, with a contract 
value of over $1,200,000. Mark and Niki knew that 
they had to educate themselves in the art (sometimes 
minefield) of contract administration and through the 
AWCI QLD “Survival Course” for contracts management, 
managed to turn a rough start around and make good 
profits out of a nightmare and a big risk to initially take 
the job on.

Mark and Niki and the Fitout Company epitomise a 
company that is constantly “Exploring New Horizons” and 
are now at the forefront of the North Queensland linings 
market and compete on every level with much success.

Come and join Mark in Darwin for the AWCI ANZ 71st 
Annual Conference where he will lead a contractor 
workshop sharing his experiences and how they captured 
opportunities that have shaped their business.

The Fitout Company
The Fitout Company is owned and managed by Mark and Niki Malone, an 
established wall and ceiling service provider based in Cairns, North Queensland. 
The company has grown from a family owned business into an organisation with 
over a decade of experience and offers a vast array of services including office and 
shop fitouts and many more.

From left: Niki Malone, Tim Regan, Mark Malone
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Mitres – Measure twice and cut once.

After visiting many sites 
over the years I have 
concluded that there are 
quite a few plastering 
contractors reluctant to 
cut and install cornice, 
particularly the newer 
tradies.

Cornice is a little tricky for the first dozen or so cuts as 
it gets messy with internals, externals and how to cut 
standard cove cornices in the mitre box.

It is important to understand when cutting plaster cornice 
about the projection and depth of the cornice. Refer to 
the drawing below. 

n  Projection is the distance between the wall and the 
outside edge of the cornice on the ceiling. 

n  Depth is the distance between the ceiling and 
underside edge of the cornice on the wall.

Rules for cutting cornice

If using a mitre box, make sure the cornice is standing 
upright in the box in the same orientation, but opposite 
to how it will be on the wall.

Place cornice in the mitre box with the wall member 
facing up and furthest away from you.

As a suggestion, when you first start off, it’s wise to ask 
someone to give you a hand and whilst they are showing 
you, cut and mark off a set of templates (as per the 
picture) to help in the next couple of jobs when you are 
on your own and getting up to speed.

Cutting cornice for installation

The cornice MUST be held upside down, 
opposite to how it would sit on the 
ceiling, before making the cut, therefore 
in the mitre box, the member that sits 
against the wall becomes the upper 
member and the member that sits against 
the ceiling becomes the lower member.

Marked templates
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Ask the Panel...
Q  This is probably a silly question but does all-purpose 

compound have a shelf life? I seem to remember 
reading about that at some time, probably in this 
magazine as it covers most extra stuff that I need 
to know. I ask because I generally like to buy a half 
pallet for my projects to get the best prices but there 
may be several months between uses.

 Also when I seal an opened 
bucket, I add a thin layer of 
water to the top followed by 
a sheet of cling wrap which 
I press into the compound. 
This keeps it from drying out 
but I wonder if there are any 
other performance issues.

A  It is recommended that all-purpose compound, and all 
other compounds for that matter, are used before the 
“Best Before” date displayed on the bag or container. It 
may still be useable after that date if stored unopened, 
in an appropriate environment.

 All compounds should be stored under cover in a dry 
environment and protected from temperature extremes. 
Storage in an unsuitable environment can shorten the 
life of the product.

 Warranties might not apply for compounds used 
outside manufacturers’ specifications.

Q  I live in a Northern Australian high rainfall area and 
have noticed on a couple of jobs in the last few years 
that moisture seems to be coming through some of 
the topped screws…. Any ideas?

A  Unfortunately, this is an issue that comes to our 
attention from time to time and is usually caused by 
the metal ceiling battens being installed before the 
roof is put on or the roof area has not been made 
waterproof. This allows moisture to pond in the back of 
the batten/furring channel. A couple of weeks after the 
plasterboard is fastened to the batten/furring channel, 
water finds its way through the screw head.

 Regardless of location, always check the back of the 
battens or furring channel to ensure there is no buildup 
of moisture.

Q  My boss gave me a flat box when I finished my 
apprenticeship. He set it all up for me and I have 
used it daily for the last 18 months and it has worked 
perfectly, however it isn’t applying the correct 
amount of compound to the surface anymore and 
I am not sure what to do to get it working properly 
again.

A  This is a problem in the industry. Many contractors 
think these precision tools just keep working, without 
considering they need maintenance and that parts 
do wear out. Some contractors are not aware that the 
amount of compound that the boxes supply to the 
wall or ceiling can be adjusted to suit the gauge and 
application just by adjusting the tension on the blade 
holder. 

 To get the best out of the boxes call your supplier and 
ask them to send a rep to site to discuss the finer 
details or look up manufacturer/supplier websites for 
detailed information. 

 Ed. An example of an informative website is  
www.tapepro.com 

!  Backblocking really does keep ceilings together!

Setting the blade height

Adjusting tension





As medium density housing development grows in Australia, the blocks are getting 
smaller, and the access is getting tighter. 

Where there is minimal or zero clearance between 
boundary walls, the method is called “zero lot 
construction.” Careful consideration at both the design 
and construction stages will ensure that compliant fire 
and acoustic rated walls are built, with the minimal 
amount of materials and labour while maximising 
useable floor space. 

Zero lot “walls” are simply two separate 
boundary walls, built back to back, on either 
side of the title line.

Zero lot walls are designed for two main scenarios: 
where rows of Class 1a buildings such as terraces and 
townhouses require minimal separation, but sit on 
different titles, or to construct between two existing 
houses as an “infill” block.

Benefits of Zero Lot Construction

✓  Zero lot construction is fully detached construction 
which allows the owners to retain full Torrens title 
which is significantly more valuable than traditional 
intertenancy walls. 

✓  As both skins of wall are built as a boundary wall it 
also future-proofs the wall from any changes on the 
neighbouring side. 

✓  Furthermore, zero lot construction enables builders to 
“sell-as-you-build” for better cash flow. If a townhouse 
is not constructed, the space can be infilled with a 
complete house at a later date. 

✓  Traditionally constructed from brick, builders now use 
lightweight zero lot walls to speed up construction, 
remove slow, wet trades on site and maximise floor 
space.

1. Performance Requirements (NCC Vol 2)

The performance requirements for Class 1a (terraces, 
townhouses etc.) buildings are found in Volume 2 of the 
National Construction Code (NCC). 

The NCC requires that walls within 900mm 
of the boundary, or within 1800mm of the 
neighbouring building achieves 60/60/60 
FRL from the outside.

While the code does not stipulate a 
specific acoustic requirement for boundary 
walls (including zero lot construction), a 
high acoustic performance is important to 
the amenity of the occupants.

2. Construction method

n  Traditional brick zero lot involved the laying of bricks 
from slab to roof on both sides of the line. This was 
slow and could disrupt the flow of trades.

Lifting and Anchoring Zero Lot Wall Modules
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n  When constructing a row of townhouses in lightweight 
zero lot, every second wall frame is constructed and 
clad standing.

n  The builder will then construct the adjoining walls on 
the slab and tilt into place. This tilting method involves 
building modules, and relies on the correct positioning 
of the joint to maintain the fire rating.

n  In some situations, both walls of the building will need 
to be constructed in modules and tilted into place – 
this is generally where the two adjacent buildings are 
already built and the new house is an infill.

n  To maintain full title separation it is important to 
ensure the following:

 -  Full slab separation with a control joint (can use a 
strip of fibre-cement) and termite protection;

 -  The skins of wall do not touch each other (we have 
seen AAC panels tilted and anchored right through 
neighbouring walls… while the neighbours are 
inside!);

 - There is no common/shared structure.

3. Durability and Waterproofing
n  Sealing: Because each wall is considered an external 

boundary wall it must be built in the same way, which 
will require painting to seal the cladding – this does 
not need to look good because the paint is hidden but 
will ensure the longevity of the wall.

n  Flashing: Moisture management is key to the success 
of a lightweight frame, and correct flashings will 
ensure all junctions are sealed for long-term durability. 
This is especially important at the base and floor 
junction.

n  Sarking: Likewise, the wall must be correctly sarked.  
Areas which are not hot and humid can use a high 
water barrier and a low/medium vapour barrier 
wrap to ensure that no condensation forms on the 
inside of the frame. Furthermore, to maintain the fire 
certificate rating a specific sarking may be used by the 
manufacturer due to its fire properties.

n  Capping: Where there is no room between the 
boundary walls to maintain the face, it is required to 
cap the top of the two walls to ensure that no rain is 
penetrating the zero-clearance cavity.

James Hardie has a range of construction details on 
building its HardieSmart™ ZeroLot wall. Contact our 
Engineering Solutions team today on (02) 8355 2058.

Timothy Elliott 
Engineering Solutions Specialist, James Hardie

Zero Lot Construction cont.

Staged construction of a James Hardie HardieSmart™  
ZeroLot wall system
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What’s New?
Wallboard Tools is 
celebrating our 40th year 
in business during 2016 
and what a long way we’ve 
come. 

Business founders Grahame 
and Helen Orchard were 
operating out of a small 
showroom in Sydney when 
our first sale was recorded. 
Wallboard’s first order was 
for 430 Hyde Corner Tools 
on April 1st, 1976, a tool that 
we still sell today!

Through innovation, tenacity and partnerships with 
industry recognised brands Wallboard Tools has grown to 
become the largest supplier of specialty plastering tools, 
trims and accessories in the southern hemisphere. 

Whilst our business has grown we still hold onto our 
tradition of specialising in tools and equipment just for 
plasterers and proudly offer the industry expertise you 
earn after 40 years!

17www.awci.org.au
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It’s interesting to note that 99% of the effort related to winning a court case is in gathering 
the correct evidence to establish the facts so that the law applies those facts in your favour. 
Therefore it is clear that only 1% is arguing about the law!

The problem for trade contractors is that evidence is hard 
to find after the job is completed unless you routinely 
gather the evidence as part of our daily activities.

This is not difficult. In most cases you still do what you do 
but make some small changes so that you have evidence 
instead of a load of activity that gets you nowhere.

What do you have to prove?

All you have to prove is that:

1.  You performed the work to the standard specified in 
the contract;

2.  Variation claims have been dealt with pursuant to the 
contract;

3.  If you have not finished on time it is the builder that is 
responsible for the delays; and

4.  You have completed all of the paperwork to entitle you 
to payment including practical completion and final 
completion.

How do you prove it?

There are three ultimate items of evidence being:

1. The physical evidence of what is on site;

2.  Bits of paper that have gone backwards and forwards 
between the parties; and

3. Electronic evidence.

In order to provide some guidance about what will help I 
have discussed various items below.

The Contract

The best proof of the contract is the written contract 
signed by both parties. You should always make a copy 
of the signed contract before you send it back so that you 
can prove the contractual amendments that you made in 
the offer and acceptance process.

While verbal contracts are still enforceable, the difficulty 
is proving what was in the contract. A letter of intent is 
not a contract or a letter of acceptance and cannot be 
relied upon.

Text messages and emails
There are some occasions where emails or texts have 
been of some use but generally they have significant 
problems.

The first is that often they are not secured and disappear 
into the electronic nothingness.

The second is that the courts very readily find that the 
physical print out of the email or text is a forgery.

The best way to deal with this is to make sure that you 
use forms from an application that has independent 
proof of generation, for example the read receipt function 
on Outlook.

Diary notes
Diary notes used as evidence of your participation in a 
discussion have a mythical status when in reality they are 
worth nothing at all in most cases.

They are of no use for the purposes of proving a 
discussion between a subcontractor and a builder. 
The strongest proof that a discussion took place and 
the contents of that discussion is a form called a 
“confirmation of discussion” sent to the builder that the 
builder has not disputed in written form.

Where a diary note is useful is when used for recording 
status on site and other similar issues such as who is 
working where, on what, wet weather and where other 
trade contractors on site are working. Make sure it is 
created in a system that does not provide for alteration 
and amendment.

Faxes
These only become good evidence when the paper used 
is not heat sensitive and the sender keeps all of the fax 
logs and all of the transmission slips.

This is part one of a two part series. Look out for the next 
edition which discusses the collection of photographic 
and audio evidence.

Kevin Avery

The only thing that counts  
is evidence



In the last edition we discussed massive timbers where there were many 
opportunities to use plasterboard in passive fire and acoustic systems. The same 
applies with timber cassette and timber concrete composite (TCC) flooring systems. 

This is great news for our industry as traditional concrete 
slab floors can be replaced using these innovative 
systems which results in an option for the underside 
of the floor being lined with 2 layers of fire resistant 
plasterboard. 

Timber-Concrete Composite (TCC) is an innovative 
structural system that maximises the structural 
advantage of both materials to create an efficient, cost-
effective solution for many framing applications. 

This unique framing system is comprised of innovative 
shear connectors (see Timber Imagineering photo and 
drawings below) embedded into the joist with a screed of 
concrete and reinforcing mesh laid over top. 

By engaging the materials together structurally the 
result is a highly efficient structural system with minimal 
depths and maximum strength.

Although little used in Australian commercial and retail 
construction, timber composites have been widely 
applied in Europe since the early 1920’s, largely owing to 
steel shortages following the First World War.

Until now, traditional joist and beam timber floors have 
been limited to a span of around 6 metres, these new 
options increase the possible span to up to 10 metres. 

The 66% increase opens new opportunities for timber 
in buildings where larger open spaces and structural 
efficiency provide clear commercial advantages. 

Foundations will also be able to be modified due to 
the significant decrease in floor masses. These new 
applications include office and retail buildings and many 
other commercial and educational structures.

For further information, there are two new  
free Technical Design Guides which will  
provide design descriptions and full 
engineering details and are available at  
www.woodsolutions.com.au 

Our thanks to Timber Imagineering for the photos and 
some of the wording used in this article. The full brochure 
may be viewed at www.timberimagineering.com

New timber flooring systems 
increase the use of drywall

Acoustic Panel Section
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What’s New?
Perfecting Perforated through an 
International Alliance
Gyprock has just announced the expansion of its perforated 
plasterboard range with three new Gyptone plasterboard 
options – featuring recesses on all four sides and acoustic 
fabric backing for high levels of acoustic control.

Developed by worldwide plasterboard specialist Saint-
Gobain, the Gyptone boards are part of Gyprock’s 
International Alliance program. This program is an initiative 
where Gyprock forms exclusive relationships with leading 
manufacturers throughout the world to deliver the best technologies and products to the Australian construction 
industry.

Improved air quality

Gyptone boards feature innovative Activ’Air patented technology that converts formaldehyde, one of the most 
prevalent VOCs, into non-harmful, inert compounds that are permanently locked in the board for enduring, cleaner air.

Unique, seamless access panels

Matching access panels are available, consisting of a plasterboard frame and a 510mm square hatch piece that fits 
neatly into the frame. These panels provide access to the ceiling cavity while ensuring a seamless look across the 
surface.

For more information visit gyprock.com.au/perforated
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In keeping with the theme of Kevin Avery’s article of evidence collection (see 
page 19), Cecilia Padilla of On Center Software writes about the value of using 
technology for managing project data. Read this article if you wish to win more 
claims and keep the money in your pocket.

The process for managing the data in a project 
technically starts during the take-off process. Digital take-
off solutions that integrate with tendering and project 
management solutions will create a trackable archive of 
data that may be necessary to defend against a claim. 

Understanding how these technologies operate and work 
together will allow construction professionals to abandon 
paper trails for digital trails. The commitment to adopt 
technology for all stages of a project will make data more 
accessible and trackable.

Project managers are responsible for tracking a great deal 
of information in any construction project. It is equally 
important to perform analytics on this data; and the 
adoption of synergistic technology solutions makes this 
task much easier. Project managers must track original 
estimated quantities of materials and labour hours. 
They must measure the installed materials and the 
corresponding completed labour hours. This includes 
the percentage completed to the calculated earned 
value. The inclusion of actual payroll data brings a higher 
level of accuracy to the project that helps determine its 
success or failure.

There are five essentials to strategic project management 
that collectively make up the best practices. These are 
scope, resource, time, money and documentation. 
Technology solutions that work together and provide 
take-off, tendering and project management collectively 
cover and enable these best practices.

1. Scope

Scope is the first essential, and can 
be thought of as the quantitative 
take-off. It forms the basis for good 
project documentation. Take-off is the 

visualisation of what has been defined as the project’s 
scope of work. It is the job’s benchmark and each project 
manager should perform their own take-off after winning 

the tender, before starting the build. Manual take-offs 
are known for errors that can show up as profit loss at 
the end of a project. An automated take-off improves 
accuracy and increases speed, thereby saving labour 
costs, as well.

2. Resource

Resource refers to the labour 
and material budget. It is critical 
to be thorough and break down 
everything by area and code. The 

breakdown should reflect how the job will be manned 
and sequenced. Confirmation of this workflow should 
be made with the foreman. The stocking list should also 
reflect the area and code breakdown. This information 
is evidence of what was planned to be done by the 
contractor before any circumstances on the job changed. 
This is the basis for planned versus actual material 
tracking. The value of an automated tendering software 
solution that maintains all the data during the life cycle 
of a project, and enables factors like current pricing 
and trade specific databases, becomes clear when 
considering resource management.

3. Time

Time is something typically “given” 
to contractors by the Head Contractor 
and is the schedule that subbies live 
or die by. Considerations include 

whether the schedule of tasks outlined matches the 
sequence in which the crews need to work. It is important 
to identify vertically stacked activities to indicate 
potential conflicts or areas of concern. This involves 
proactive resource loading. Activities like calculating man 
hours against budgeted activities and understanding 
how to balance resources are cumbersome to calculate 
manually and may not provide an accurate picture of 
labour costs against line items. Digital solutions quickly 
compare labour rates and costs, clarify project scope, 

Strategic data management
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monitor time and money, document the project, and feed 
that data back into a loop to improve future tendering.

4. Money

Contractors need a solid job cost 
accounting system in order to manage 
money. Estimated quantities must 
be identified from the digital take-off 

performed by the project manager before beginning the 
build. In addition, the installed data quantities should 
be gathered from the job site using automation tools that 
will instantly communicate back to the office. The next 
step is to align that information to the weighted average, 
then combine it with the estimated time versus the actual 
time. Collectively this data analysis yields the calculation 
of the completed percentage of the job. Projections for 
the final costs will show potential claims based on this 
information. Understanding where the project stands, 
along the complete project lifecycle, allows critical 
changes to be made before the project is complete and 
it’s too late. Digital production control software allows for 
this tracking and job transparency.

5. Documentation

Documentation is arguably the most 
important of the five essentials. As 
stated at the outset of this article, 
documentation must be started 

from the beginning, not when a problem arises. Relying 
on what the “crew remembers” or digging around piles 
of paper or spreadsheets distributed across multiple 
devices is unreliable and dangerous. A shortfall of 
evidence can lead to a “your word against theirs” 
scenario when it comes to supporting or defending a 
claim. Digital solutions provide for accurately tracking 
the measured mile, and in a manner that can be quickly 
accessed. Automated tools that provide time stamping 
of work associated with progress can help when dealing 
with factors that cause issues like cost overruns. 
Additional supporting evidence includes the ability to 
store photos and videos that can be quickly called up in 
the case of an argument.

Dealing with claims can quickly become a time 
consuming distraction without proper documentation. 
With the powerful technology solutions now available, 
the process of filing a claim to avoid losing money or 
to recover money can be managed in a manner that 
does not distract from the core business: construction. 
Strategic and proactive project management will not 
prevent claims, but will provide the tools to increase the 
odds of winning them.

Cecilia Padilla
On Center Software

Strategic Data Management  cont.



What’s New?

The oldest method of grinding newly fired plaster, which 
was commonly used right up to the mid-19th century, 
involved the use of manpower: the French expression 
to beat like plaster refers to the way plaster used to be 
ground by striking it energetically with ironclad clubs. 
This hard task, which was entrusted to the lowest 
ranking workers and the masons’ young labourers, was a 
particularly gruelling one, as pointed out by Ferroussat de 
Castelbon in 1776 in his Reflections on the Poor Quality of 
Plaster: “They would be more pitiful than convicts if they 
had not freely chosen this condition. These wretched 
fold, from three in the morning to sunset, are constantly 
bent in the most uncomfortable position, and breathe in 
the plaster dust that their tools send flying into the air.”

Source: Jean-Pierre De Monza

Another Era 
The plaster beaters
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Fire Talk
What is a fire door, who should certify 
and what are they certifying?

In the last edition of the magazine we engaged readers 
with a preliminary discussion regarding fire door frames. 
Peter Mole, General Manager from Taylors Doors & 
Frames has provided us with the following review on this 
topic.

(Extracts taken from AS1905.1-2015 © Standards 
Australia Limited)

To dispel any myths, AS1905.1-2015 Section 1.4 
“DEFINITIONS” Clause 1.4.8 “Doorset” states;

“A complete assembly comprising -

(a)  the door leaf or leaves including any glazing and 
other inbuilt features;

(b)  the doorframe, if any, with its fixings to the wall 
and, for a sliding doorset, with all guides and their 
respective fixings to the lintel, wall or sill;

(c)  any fixed panel and its associated transom or mullion 
(including the methods of fixing) that is contained 
within the doorframe;

(d) all door hardware; and

(e)  fixtures and fittings attached to the door leaf or 
doorframe.”

Clause 1.4.14 “Fire-resistant doorset” is defined as;

“A doorset, except when varied as specified in this 
Standard that is identical in assembly, construction 
and installation with a specimen doorset that has been 
submitted to the standard fire resistance test, and has 
fulfilled all the relevant test requirements. NOTE: Fire-
resistant doorsets are referred to as ‘fire doors’ in NCC.”

Clause 1.4.5 “Doorset certifier” is defined as;

“An entity or entities with suitably qualified practitioners 
in the field of certifying fire doorsets to this Standard. 
NOTE: State authorities may license such certifiers.”

Section 6 “MARKING AND OTHER 
DOCUMENTATION” Clause 6.1.2

“Completed installation” states;

“When the installation is complete, each installed fire-
resistant doorset shall be inspected and have affixed the 
prescribed metal tag to the edge of the door leaf and to 
the doorframe, provided it can be confirmed that -

(a)  hardware has been installed in accordance with the 
specified installation instructions;

(b)  the doorset latches satisfactorily from the fully open 
position and from any intermediate position;

(c)  the closer demonstrates satisfactory action as 
specified in Clause 2.3.4;

(d)  on the basis of evidence of a test or an assessment of 
a registered testing authority, or both, and evidence 
of manufacture to the specifications of the tested 
specimen, the doorset complies with the installation 
requirements and all other requirements of this 
Standard; and

(e)  the clearances specified in Clause 5.5 have been 
met.”

There are documentation requirements as well which 
can also be found in Section 6 but it is strongly 
recommended that if you deal with fire doors to obtain a 
copy of this standard which provides example documents 
in the appendix.

Information provided by Peter Mole, General Manager, 
Taylors Doors and Frames www.taylorsdoors.com.au

Backfilling

Another issue raised in the article was in regard to 
backfilling of the frame.

When a fire door frame is built into a fire rated 
plasterboard wall, it should be backfilled with fire rated 
plasterboard strips prior to installing into the wall. 
This consists of cutting and fitting strips of fire rated 
plasterboard to the inside of the frame and adhering 
them in place using a plaster based jointing compound.

From the definitions above, backfill requirements  
should be detailed in the test or assessment of a 
registered testing authority. Under the current test 
requirements contained in AS1530.4-2005, soon to be 
AS1530.4-2014 (which will be referenced in the 2016 NCC 
due for release in May), it is unlikely you will find a test 
that does not require the frame to be back filled due to 
the more stringent testing criteria detailed in the latest 
edition.

Some industry sources also point out there are other 
factors to be considered when backfilling frames, 
including acoustic performance, door size and long term 
durability. Given that it is extremely difficult to backfill 
partition wall frames post installation, accepting the 
default position of backfilling can avoid future costly 
rectification works.

We have been in discussion with various 
suppliers and it has been determined that 
the default position should always be to 
back fill the frame.

Fire rated frame
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When it comes to installation of suspended ceilings, we start from the top and 
work our way down. Starting with fixing the rods to the substrate via clips, rods, 
main runners, cross tees, batons (depending on type of ceiling) and so on. 
Obviously using components that belong to a total system (as per manufacturers’ 
recommendation.) But before you grab your tools, guns or drills, we should take 
time to plan the job.

When planning the job it is important to start from the 
bottom up. At the start, we must consider the weight 
of the ceiling system and any additional loads that are 
placed on it. This could be lights, insulation, heating 
and cooling flexible ducts and possibly wiring resting on 
the ceiling. Once the total weight of the ceiling system 
is determined, the appropriate selection of components 
can be made using the manufacturer’s tables.

The final stage of the planning process is selecting the 
correct fixings. Selecting the correct fixings to carry 
the load are one of the most important components of 
suspended ceilings. According to the Association of 
Interior Specialists (AIS) UK, incorrect selection of fixings 
is the number one reason for ceiling collapse.

When selecting the fixings the following must be 
considered: 

n  The load being supported by each rod and fixing 
(weight of ceiling kg/m2).

n  Substrate or the material to which the fixings are 
attached.

This could be into concrete, metal or timber. In the case 
of concrete, it is important to determine the pull out 
loads, this may be determined by data from the building 
engineer or testing. Fixing into steel or timber will require 
the correct specified screws. Usually gauge, length and 
thread is considered.

Overall I’d like to stress the importance of using the 
supplier to determine the correct fixings by giving them 
the following information: 

n Weight of the ceilings kg/m2.

n What material the fixings are going into. 

n  Atmospheric conditions e.g. indoors, outdoors, over a 
swimming pool or near salt water.

The above items will be considered in conjunction with 
the builder’s plans and specifications. 

By taking the Bottoms Up approach to planning your 
ceiling, the extra details go a long way in making a safer 
ceiling. 

I’d love to hear your ceiling stories and suggestions! 
Email technical@awci.org.au. 

Tim Kraskov
Technical Manager, AWCI ANZ

Bottom Up – Planning and 
installing suspended ceilings 

Top 10 Reasons why Ceilings 
Collapse

1. Incorrect selection of fixing

2. Incorrect installation of fixing

3. Additional load applied

4. Insufficient number of fixings

5. People walking/crawling on ceilings

6.   Failure to follow manufacturers guidance/
instructions

7. Modification by other trades

8. Insufficient supervision/training

9. Structural vibration causing fixings to fall

10. Substitution of specified components

Source AIS member survey 2010
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Nigel Collin – Entrepreneur and 
Innovator

What if business improvement doesn’t 
have to happen with a big breakout 
idea but can unfold by making small, 

consistent changes? Whether you’re a contractor, 
business owner, partner or supplier with AWCI, Nigel’s 
presentation will focus on how to use small consistent 
improvements to create big and lasting results for your 
business. Innovation belongs to everyone, and drawing 
on the actions of many successful business owners with 
the afternoon masterclass at the Conference will give you 
a practical framework for everyday innovation.

Steve Tighe – Future strategy planner

Steve is one of Australia’s most 
compelling speakers on the future and 
innovation. Steve’s presentations reveal 
the future directions for the industry 

and your business, providing an understanding of the 
drivers of change, and the opportunities ahead for 
your business. Be prepared for his thought-provoking 
observations and key insights about what the future 
holds, and get hands on at his masterclass. 

Peter Blain – Improving productivity

Peter has been involved in every corner 
of the industry, starting out sub-
contracting as a carpenter and plasterer, 
managing teams of 100+, fast track 

fitouts, running three busy plasterboard sheds, leading 
a successful sales team and much more. Regardless of 
your role in the industry or your company size, success 
is all about people. Join Peter for an in-depth session on 
managing your labour force - how to engage, incentivise, 
motivate staff and still make a profit.

Michael Taylor & Steve Etkin – The 
American industry

The AWCI is a very active organisation 
in North America and we are excited 
to have Mike Taylor, President, and 
Steve Etkin, EVP and CEO, share their 
perspectives on the wall and ceiling 
industry in the USA. Hear about new 
efficiency standards, BIM, EQ studs 
and the contracting market from our 
international guests. We may even get 

some insights on the American election campaign as 
they come down to the final two candidates in October.

Karen Phillips – Communications 
strategist and coach

We found a gem in Karen Phillips at the 
Conference last year, hosting the launch 
of the women’s networking group AWCI 

BaSE and we will be bringing her to Darwin! Karen has 
worked across a diverse range of industries and offers 
exceptional knowledge and understanding of the multi-
levels of communication, brand management, online 
maximisation, client connections and ‘She’ marketing. 

With her energetic mix of humour and expertise, Karen 
will lead you through an interactive session to develop 
the tools for personal growth and connect with amazing 
women in the industry.

Contractor Roundtable Discussions
Jill & Greg Newman – NewStruct

With Greg’s 40 years of experience in the 
commercial and residential construction 
sectors, NewStruct has built an industry 
reputation for excellence, innovation 

and service. Greg and Jill Newman have grown Newstruct 
in a highly competitive and changing industry, each new 
project bringing fresh challenges in project management, 
labour, cashflow and supplier and customer relationship 
management. An overview of NewStruct’s journey and 
a recent project that tested their capabilities to the limit 
forms the basis for an engaging workshop by Greg, Jill, 
Lisa and Jesse.

Mark Malone – The Fitout Company 

Luck is what happens when preparation 
meets opportunity – in the case of 
Mark and Niki Malone, their successful 
commercial fitout business was built 

on an agile foundation that allowed them to jump on 
unexpected opportunities that came their way. Mark will 
talk about the struggles, what differentiated them from 
other companies and how they had to work smarter as a 
small company competing in the commercial sector.

Powerhouse speakers at the  
AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference

Register now for the Conference at www.awci.org.au

What you said last year: “The forum was 
excellent. It has huge potential in information 
sharing and business development strategies, 
as well as providing a support network for 
women in the industry. Karen was an excellent 
facilitator and the panel was a valuable way of 
beginning the discussion.”
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In a highly competitive and price-sensitive market it can be difficult to win new 
work without focusing on the bottom line. 
Although submitting the cheapest tender or proposal 
may secure you more work, it’s rife with danger. Lower 
profit margins can mean less room for error, more 
pressure on management and staff and potentially, 
projects without profit. So the question we get asked 
daily, 

“How do we maintain good profit and compete 
with companies who focus on being the 

cheapest in the market?”

Here are four simple and low cost areas to focus on, to 
assist in winning more work with bigger margins.

1. Relationship

The first step is to make a friend. I’m not saying you need 
to be BFF’s with every prospective client, but you need 
to spend some time making a friend. Now, if you don’t 
generally like people, start learning how.

Here’s three simple ways to build and maintain a 
business relationship.

n  Ask good questions. Remember it’s all about them, so 
create a list of questions that shows you are engaged 
with what they really need.

n  Know your market. What are their challenges? Find out 
what do they deal with on a daily basis and how you 
can work in with them.

n  Invest the time with them. We know you’re busy, but 
there’s not much more important than winning new 
business, so invest the time with them.

2. Credibility

The next factor is credibility. Do they trust you, your 
company and the product or service you provide? Failure 
to establish and maintain credibility in the eyes of the 
decision maker may lead your prospect to question your 
ability to deliver, question your price and ultimately 
question the risk of changing service providers.

Four ways to build and maintain a high level of 
credibility:

n  Product mastery. Be sure that you and your staff know 
your product or service offering inside and out.

n  Social Proof. Effective use of case studies, trade 
references and testimonials to demonstrate that you 
are producing great results for companies like theirs.

n  Professionalism. You and your team are dressed 
to impress, have a high level of attention to detail, 
operate with integrity and are seamless in the sales 
process.

n  Brand consistency. Ensure your sales team using 
your branding, marketing and key selling messages 
consistently.

3. Motivation

When I refer to motivation I am referring to it in two 
forms: yours and theirs.

Let’s focus on theirs. Your primary focus in this stage is 
to distinguish what would motivate your potential client 
to use you and what would motivate them to change 
suppliers.

Just remember – there are only two things that motivate 
people:

Avoidance of pain     or      The desire for pleasure.

The key here is asking quality questions not just about 
the technical aspect of the job, but around WHY they 
want the job completed in the first place.

4. Value

Finally, invest some time to demonstrate the value you 
will add to your client. The greater the value you can add, 
the less the decision will be based solely on price.

The ways to communicate value:

1.  Key selling messages. What are the benefits of 
working with your company? These need to be clearly 
articulated.

2.  Define a Unique Selling Proposition/Point (USP). 
In other words, think about why your customers 
should buy from you versus your competitor, doing it 
themselves, or do nothing at all.

3.  Most importantly, practice communicating this value 
with your team, a coach or significant other. I know 
this sounds crazy, but all professionals practice… so 
why not practice when it comes to selling. 

Jason Loft
PROTRADE United

For further business information go to  
www.protradeunited.com.au

4 Simple steps to 
winning more business 
at higher prices

Editors Note:- Keep a look out for PROTRADE United Webinars and Workshops, to be presented to 
AWCI members and associates.
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President’s Report
Gary Wood, President, AWCI Australia and New Zealand

When the trade starts to be busy and demands on the job 
site increase, supervision and inter-trade coordination 
become so important. This is where real $$ can be saved 
if you can get into a job efficiently, do your work and walk 
out without any disruptions.

However, jobs become costly when you can’t do a 
delivery on a particular day because the previous trade 
hasn’t finished, or you are disrupted by other trades who 
thought you were done and dusted. It is critical to build 
relationships with the job supervisor, discuss when each 
aspect of the project is ready to commence and clarify 
your requirements in terms of time to complete your part 
of the job.

Another issue when we are all busy, and it is amplified 
by the colder weather, is tradies not leaving enough time 
for the compounds to set between coats or painters not 
leaving sufficient time prior to painting. We all need to 
be aware of the changes in season and adapt our work 
to suit. When the jobs are coming through thick and fast 
it is tempting to try to shave off some time but it will cost 
overall, in the long run.

I am really looking forward to stepping away from the 
business from the 9th – 12th October and joining my 

colleagues in Darwin for the AWCI ANZ 71st Annual 
Conference. The steering committee has put together 
another superb program of professional development, 
networking and enjoying the Northern Territory. I met 
with some local NT contractors earlier this year and 
encouraged them to use this as a chance to talk with 
business owners from around the country and New 
Zealand.

I am thrilled to have coming from America the AWCI US 
President Mike Taylor, his wife Dee and CEO Steve Etkin 
with his wife Nancy join us this year. We will gain a good 
insight into business in the US and maybe even the very 
public US Presidential campaign this year. Once again 
our best apprentices from Australia and New Zealand will 
be taking on a new challenge and we will see the latest in 
innovation at our trade expo.

Register now and I look forward to seeing you in October. 

Also we welcome the addition of Tim Kraskov as the 
Technical Manager for AWCI ANZ. Tim will be a driving 
force of the AWCI’s technical agenda and is a valuable 
addition with his broad background in the industry.

AWCI ANZ RTO offers relevant 
courses of learning to the Building 
and Construction including. Refer 
to www.awci.org.au/ANZ/RTO for 
information and enrolments:-

CPC31211 
Certificate III in Wall and Ceiling 
Lining

CPC31011  
Certificate III in Solid Plastering 

Industry Insulation Installers 2 
day Course

CPCCOHS1001A: Work safely in 
the Construction Industry and 
facilitation of Red to White Card 
transfers.

CPCCBC4047A: Quality Assure 
Fire-Rated Lining Systems.

For more information on any 
events or training courses please 
contact AWCIANZ RTO for details 
on:-  
(03) 9553 6363 or email 
adminrto@awci.org.au

Industry Insulation 
Installers  
Accredited Course 
A recent course was 
conducted in Victoria with 
10 course participants. 
Interest in the Industry 

Insulation Installers Course continues to be promoted. 
AWCI ANZ RTO are working closely with key stakeholders 
to promote training opportunities.

CPCCBC4047A - 
Quality Assure 
Passive Fire Rated 
Course 
AWCI ANZ RTO presented 
an information/overview 
session to more than 
20 key personnel from 

CSR on the 23rd of May. This highlighted the need for 
people to be aware of the properties behind passive 
fire rated lining products. Ignorance is not an excuse for 
negligence. From this course other opportunities have 
arisen including a course for Hamilton Marino Builders 
Pty Ltd scheduled for late June.
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State of the Industry   
The overall industry outlook for the state is generally 
improving with the emphasis still on the South East 
corner. The Sunshine Coast has seen significant activity 
as some of the massive residential projects commence, 
for example 3,500 domestic residences in the Caloundra 
area alone! Gold Coast is seeing a shortage of contractors 
emerging due to the Commonwealth Games village and 
sporting venues now being constructed. 

Industrial Issues   
The QBCC has appointed Mr Brett Bassett as the new 
Commissioner, to commence 30th May 2016. Mr Bassett 
was the Queensland Regional Commissioner for the 
Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) 
prior to this role and has significant expertise in the 
regulation of the construction industry.

The Queensland Government is still in the process 
of rationalising and reducing the number of QBCC 
licence classes. In active and passive fire alone there 
are 92 licences out of the 270 odd for the construction 
industry. AWCI is working on combining the installation, 
maintenance and certification licences for our 
contractors.

The QBCC recently issued a press release regarding non-
compliance of passive fire wall and ceiling installations. 
This reinforces the AWCI’s concerns that there is a lack of 
training across the industry from installers to supervisors 
to certifiers. Collectively we need to address this and 
raise the standard of competence in the construction of 
fire and smoke walls. We believe there will be another 
press release regarding penetrations which is currently 
outside the scope of our contractors but also forms a 
significant part of the non-compliance as well.

AWCI QLD has held its Apprentice Challenge at TAFE QLD 
Skills Tech, Acacia Ridge on the 7th June and we will bring 
you up to date in the next edition.

Social Items   
Another spectacular day both weather wise and the new 
venue at the Indooroopilly Golf Club as can be seen by 
the pictures. Our sincere thanks to the Sponsors Action 
Scaffolds, Armstrong World Industries, CSR, Hilti, James 
Hardie, Pro Plaster, Rondo and USG Boral and players 
for supporting this industry day. As usual we had the 
maximum numbers of players that the course could hold. 

There were plenty of fantastic prizes on the table and our 
happy winners walked away with some great additions to 
their golfing kit including Cutter and Buck polo shirts and 
Fortress club travel bags.

Some of the highlights of the day included:-

Looking forward now to the Awards of Excellence at the 
Sheraton Mirage on the Gold Coast on Saturday 13th 
August 2016 with pre dinner drinks commencing at 6pm 
outside the ballroom.

We are still receiving nominations for the Award. Be sure 
to enter for the chance to have a crack at the $2,000 
winning prize for best overall project and to show your 
industry peers what you are capable of producing. 

Get your tickets now to this Gala event as there will also 
be many lucky door prizes and entertainment during the 
evening. We have “Gee’d Up” as the band and anyone 
who attended the party on McLarens Landing during the 
Federal Conference will know just how good they are at 
getting the crowd up on the dance floor.

Ring Jane Smith to book your table on (07) 3846 5688 or 
email janes@awci.org.au. 

KEY DATES
June 7  Apprentice Challenge – TAFE Queensland 

SkillsTech Acacia Ridge
Aug 13  Excellence Awards Dinner – Sheraton Mirage 

Resort, Gold Coast
Aug 23 Annual General Meeting – West End
Oct 9-12 AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference – Darwin, NT

AROUND THE STATES

Queensland
Gary Wood, President, AWCI Queensland

Glen McHutchison hit a 
hole in one Albatross on 
the par 4, 1st blue hole

The winning team with the best score of 
54 5/8 were from left Brian Leeworthy, 

Rory Galligan, Troy Bramley and  
Derek Christensen well done
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AROUND THE STATES

New South Wales
Tony Roberts, President, AWCI New South Wales

Awards of Excellence 2016 
The afternoon on Sydney Harbour 
It was a fantastic afternoon on Sydney Harbour as we 
cruised around our beautiful harbour in spectacular 
sunny weather. This was a great afternoon of networking 
and celebrating excellence in our industry here in 
NSW. Thanks to all our manufacturers, suppliers and 
contractors who continue to support our Awards of 
Excellence.

Congratulations to the AWCINSW 2016 Awards of 
Excellence Winners.

Contractor Project Category

JA Crockett Pty Ltd Newcastle Courthouse Commercial

Southern Pinczi House Burradoo Residential
Highlands Interiors

ABS Facades Amaya Apartments Façade

Bailey Interiors Gardens on Forest Heritage
Pty Ltd Function Centre Restoration

JA Crockett Pty Ltd Newcastle Courthouse Overall
  Winner

The “dream team” attend Trades Norwest

On June 23, AWCINSW will be attending Trades Norwest 
High school. Both Trades Norwest and AWCINSW 
developed a relationship and commitment to ensure 
that the students of Trades Norwest are offered a great 
introduction to the career opportunities and broad 
aspects of choosing a career in wall and ceiling linings.

During the visit AWCINSW will be represented by Scott 
Williams from MI Linings, Steve Hinton from Hinton 
Linings and Tony Roberts from Macquarie Drywall. 
Scott, Tony and Steve will speak to the students about 
where and how they started in wall and ceiling linings, 
where they are now and their journey along the way. The 
presentation will also include information on the things 
they never expected from working in the wall and ceiling 
linings industry including the positives they have got 
from their careers – flexibility, travel, networking, owning 
their own businesses, the major successful jobs they 
have been involved in and other good news stories that 
will inspire a young mind. 

We will wrap up the presentation with the Best Kept 
Secret DVD and stay for morning tea so the students can 
have the opportunity to speak to the guys.

Thanks Scott, Steve and Tony – Trades Norwest 
appreciate your time and efforts and so do AWCINSW! 
This is an important industry initiative from AWCINSW to 
encourage more young people to consider the success 
you can have in the Wall & Ceiling industry. 

Training with AWCINSW

Our apprenticeship training in NSW is well underway 
with many AWCNSW members choosing to place their 
apprentice training with AWCINSW and have received 
great reports from employers. We have received great 
reports from Employers continuing to choose AWCINSW 
as their preferred trainer.

Providing on-site training, consistent communication 
with the employer and the apprentice and making it “all 
work” has allowed our Association to provide sound 
industry based training for apprentices from first year 



to final year. We also have conducted Recognised Prior 
Learning (RPL) assessment for skilled plasterers who 
never finalised their training.

AWCINSW are happy to discuss your training needs and 
welcome you to call us to see how we can work with you 
and your apprentice for great industry outcomes.  
We look forward to hearing from you. Contact us at  
awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au. 

The AWCINSW Pre Apprentice Program

AWCINSW are pleased to announce that AWCINSW 
RTO in partnership with Master Builders NSW are now 
conducting Pre Apprentice training for Wall & Ceiling 
Linings.

The Pre Apprenticeship Course is a 3 week training 
course designed for anyone considering a career in Wall 
& Ceiling Linings.

Aspects of the 3 week course include Nationally 
Recognised Training in first aid, site safety (including 
White Card), units of competency from the CPC31211 Wall 
& Ceiling Lining qualification as well as the opportunity 
to work alongside other trades, providing insight into the 
importance of communication skills and preparation and 
planning to prevent work delays and other problems.

Along the way our candidates will be receiving industry 
mentoring, attend industry excursions that will assist 
them gain a knowledge into the various aspects of our 
industry as well as work site visits to experience the 
potential value of a career choice in the wall and ceiling 
industry.

At the outcome of the program, successful candidates 
will receive a Statement of Attainment for the training 
they have undertaken.

Program Duration: 3 weeks, including a couple of days 
work placement.

Venue: All training will be conducted at Strathfield

Cost of this Pre Apprentice Training: Free! 

AWCINSW are seeking expressions of interests from 
potential candidates, if you know someone who is 
considering a career in the building and construction 
industry, they can contact the AWCINSW office on 
02 9891 6188 and we can forward them with more 
information on this fantastic opportunity to get a head 
start.

Please forward this information to anyone that you think 
may be interested in this training.

Welcome to our new members

n  Ceil Constructions

n  Darrin Davies Plastering

n  JNP Plastering

New South Wales cont.

KEY DATES
Oct 9-12 AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT
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Trade Registration in Victoria  
AWCIV is a firm supporter of the pressing need for trade 
registration in our industry. The Wall and Ceiling Industry 
with the increasing sophistication of interior design 
and façades, is a trade that has a very high technical 
component to the skills required including understanding 
the requirements for suspended ceilings, insulation and 
acoustics, waterproofing, energy ratings, not to mention 
smoke barriers and passive fire protection systems.

Without a trade registration program for the wall and 
ceiling industry that encourages the trade to attain 
minimum training standards and hold appropriate 
insurance and business licenses, we are lowering the 
industry standards, encouraging shoddy workmanship 
and placing lives and property at risk. Members of 
the Industry have a strong desire to raise the level of 
professionalism and to provide a positive career path for 
apprentices. AWCIV considers registration an important 
element of the regulatory framework supporting 
standards and training across the industry. Support trade 
registration for plastering.

BaSE – Business and Social Exchange  
AWCIV are looking for people to join our Business and 
Social Exchange Group women’s networking forum. This 
is an opportunity to share business success stories and 
learn from each other whilst exchange key business 
advice in a social environment. Refer to our website for 
the information regarding the next meeting.

Apprenticeship Challenge 28th June  
– AWCIV Moorabbin Office 
Apprentices will participate in a theory exam and a 
practical exercise. The two best apprentices will be 
celebrated at the AWCI Vic Awards of Excellence Dinner. 
The winner and Runner-up will also represent Victoria at 
the National Conference in Darwin

Appreciation to USG Boral for their sponsorship of this 
event. 

Social Awards of Excellence  
– 12th of August Leonda by the Yarra 
Our Annual Gala Dinner and Awards Night is August 12, 
2016 at the Leonda by the Yarra. Book this event in your 
diary. It is an event not to be missed. Registrations are 

now open and entries are being submitted. Closing date 
for Award entry submissions is 15 July. 

These events present excellent opportunities to connect 
with others who are passionate about the plastering 
industry and the future of Walls and Ceilings. 

n  Confirmed Cal Wilson as MC for Awards of Excellence

n  Menus and Wine List selected and confirmed.

n  Thanks to our Current Sponsors for The Awards of 
Excellence : 

 - USG Boral (GOLD) + 2 tables

 - BGC (GOLD)

 - CSR Gyprock (GOLD) 

 - RONDO (GOLD)

Entries are now open and the application form can be 
downloaded from our website: 
www.vic.awci.org.au/vic/awards.   
Sponsorship opportunities are available

The Frankston-Mornington Career Expo  
– 17th May 
Domenic Denino and Tanya Chudasko represented AWCI 
ANZ RTO at the Frankston-Mornington Career Expo on 
the 17th May. Students, Teachers and Careers advisors 
representing numerous schools within the area were 
present. Hands on demonstrations including solid 
plaster, render, and patching were featured. 

Students recognised the skills behind the trade as they 
learnt firsthand that it’s easier to get acrylic render on the 
floor than it is to achieve a smooth surface on the wall. 
Promotional Literature regarding choosing Plastering as a 
Career was promoted.
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KEY DATES
June 28 Apprentice Challenge
July 12 BaSE Forum
July 22 Closing date for Award nominations
Aug 12  Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner  

- Leonda by the Yarra
Oct 9-12 AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT

AROUND THE STATES

Victoria
Paul Gardiner, President, AWCI Victoria



Economically Speaking  
There have been a couple of positives recently, with the 
announcement of the submarine contract being awarded 
to be built in SA, and more recently the Festival Plaza 
Redevelopment.

“A long-awaited multi-million-dollar revamp of Festival 
Plaza in Adelaide’s CBD is set to proceed after a deal was 
struck between developers and the Government. The 
Premier Jay Weatherill said the Government had reached 
agreement for a $430 million investment with property 
developer Lang Walker. The redevelopment will include 
a 23-storey office building behind State Parliament, a 
retail area, car park upgrade and new plaza connecting 
with the Festival Centre. It is expected to be completed in 
2019.

A $300 million expansion of Adelaide Casino is also part 
of the project.

The projects are expected to create about 2,500 jobs 
during construction with 400 positions ongoing.” 
Angelique Donnellan, ABC News.

Training  
We were finally able to run our Passive Fire Course on 
the second of May with 28 attendees, which was a 
fantastic turnout and shows the level of commitment our 
members have towards improving their professionalism. 
I commend all those who attended or sent their 
employees along.

We also had a Speedpanel course on the following day, 
which I attended personally and found the quality of the 
training exceptional. Thanks to Mark Toy (AWCI ANZ RTO 
Trainer) for his enthusiastic and informative presentation.

Social  
Awards of Excellence

On Friday the 27th of May we had our Annual Awards of 
Excellence at the Playford Hotel.

We had a great response for award entries this year, and 
I must say that it was the best field that we have had 
for quite a while. I would like to thank Ian Smith, Daryl 
Curyer and Andrew Britton for their time in judging the 
awards, which was by no means an easy task due to the 
quality of the entries.

AROUND THE STATES

South Australia
Stephen Langridge, President, AWCI South Australia

An artist’s impression of the overview of the new square  
at the Festival Plaza. Supplied: SA Government.

The SkyCity casino will be expanded as part of Adelaide’s  
Festival Plaza upgrade. Supplied: SA Government.
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The winning entry 
for Commercial 
Fitout was for work 
done at Channel 9 
Studios and whilst 
we were judging this 
entry, our Technical 

representative Daryl Curyer thought he would try out for a 
new job.

He is still waiting for their response.

Congratulations to all our category winners, both for 
the outstanding workmanship they display across the 
industry and for their support of the Association by 
entering their projects into the Awards of Excellence. 
Those nominated to enter the National Awards will be 
presented at the AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference in 
Darwin from 9-12 October.

Contractor Project Category

Residential over Precision Plasterboard G-TEK 
$25,000   

Residential over Langridge Ceilings James 
$100,000   Hardie   

Commercial to  Master Linings Knauf  
$250,000 

Commercial over MG Plasterers Fletcher
$250,000  Insulation

Commercial over CWC  USG Boral
$1 Million   

Commercial Premier Linings CSR
Fitout

Specialist Linings Laser Linings Rondo 

Decorative Adelaide Pressed Metal AWCI SA

A great night was had by all those who attended. I 
feel that we now have a good balance between the 
formalities of the evening and the social aspect, both I 
think are just as important as each other. 

I must apologise to those winners who wished to say a 
few words though. Next year I will make sure that this is 
part of the MC’s brief.

We also took the opportunity to launch BaSE to the South 
Australian audience on the night, and for those of you 
who weren’t there, BaSE is an initiative of the AWCI and 
is designed to connect the women in our industry. 

AWCI launched the first BaSE meeting at the National 
Conference on the Gold Coast last year. 23 ladies 
attended this meeting, and chose the name “BaSE” 
to stand for “Business and Social Exchange”. We will 
update our members with feedback we receive on this.

Golf Day

Our next upcoming social event is the Golf Day being 
held on Monday September 19th at West Lakes, which 
again is an industry RDO. Martin Hayward organises this 
event every year and does a great job. Myself not being 
a golfer I drive the drinks cart, however, don’t think that 
you have to be a golfer to attend, some of the happiest 
people I see on the day are hacks just enjoying a day with 
their peers.

KEY DATES
Sept 19 Annual Golf Day - Westlakes Golf Club
Oct 9-12 AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT

South Australia cont.

ON THE SURFACE DIGITAL
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State of the Industry  
Commercial

Tasmania is finally gaining momentum with a massive 
increase in the commercial sector, showing that 
Tasmania is a great investment area. The South of the 
State is mainly reaping the rewards with a 500% increase 
in cranes within the Hobart CBD over the past 6 months.

Major builders and specialist trades are meeting to 
address concerns about an upcoming shortage of 
tradesmen to service the upcoming major projects 
within the South of the State. The AWCI, TasTAFE and the 
industry are working together to come up with strategies 
to increase the number of plasterers available. If you 
are a contractor looking for a sea or tree change, give 
consideration to a move to Tassie, as there appears to be 
solid commercial work available for the next 5 years or 
so.

The North and North West of the State have been 
relatively slow, but releases of school upgrades and 
urban renewal projects may assist in the medium term.

Residential

The residential sector has been slowly lifting, with 
reports showing we are on track to meet the 2,100 
residential houses expected to be built in 2016, and 
home renovations are on the increase also.

Apprentices

Apprentice numbers are increasing steadily with 
the amount of work coming out of the ground. The 
Association has launched a school drive to make Grades 
9-10 aware of our trade and the outcomes they can 
achieve by doing their apprenticeship in the plastering 
field.

There is concern regarding Government tenders that have 
been won aren’t being policed, with some employers not 
meeting the required number of hours an apprentice is 
required to be on that jobsite. Some jobsites don’t even 
have apprentices on them. This can be attributed to 
relatively low apprentice take-up during the several quiet 
years that we have seen in Tasmania until recently. 

However, it is of concern to the Association that some 
companies win Government work without being able 
to satisfy the apprentice numbers requirement that is 
stipulated and we will continue working to get more 
apprentices trained by each company in the sector.

Training 
Training has been rolled out with 2 sessions of It’s Not A 
Board Game being run, having 20 employees show up for 
the first session followed by another 20 already booking 
out the second training session. 

These courses are followed up at the end of next month 
with a Passive Fire System Awareness course open to all 
members and non-members. 

TRY A SKILL was rolled out in the North of the State with 
72 students showing interest in making plastering their 
career path.

To book into a course or for more info contact Warren 
Banks at warren.banks@tastafe.tas.edu.au. 

Technical Issues 
Painters seemed to have favoured spraying out 
residential houses with the majority not back rolling or 
sealing the plasterboard first, which is leading to fingers 
being pointed at plasterers as the slightest imperfection 
is highlighted due the paint being so thin and two coats 
on in one day is making the plasterboard so wet that the 
screw holes are shrinking back, causing a lot of issues 
especially as we are coming into winter.

The Association has been providing information and 
support about acceptable levels of finish, correct 
painting practices, and trade guidelines around this 
ongoing issue. Contact AWCI TAS if you have similar 
issues by emailing warren.banks@tastafe.tas.edu.au.

AROUND THE STATES

Tasmania
Warren Banks, President, AWCI Tasmania

KEY DATES
TBA Melbourne Footy Trip
June 9 Supplier Sponsored AWCI Meeting
July 16  Mid-Winter Fest Family Day  

- Willie Smith Cider House
July 21 Supplier Sponsored AWCI Meeting
TBA AWCI Apprentice Challenge Regional Competition
Oct 9-12   AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT
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State of the Industry   
The West Australian wall and ceiling industry has fallen 
by 12.6% in the Residential sector for 2015/16 and 
predictions for 2016/17 is 12.2% as per HIA Residential 
Construction Forecasts. The Commercial sector remains 
busy with large projects still being finished off and most 
contractors have plenty on their plates.

The AWCI WA visited the South West in April and most that 
we spoke with remain busy.

Membership   
AWCI WA would like to welcome the following new 
members:

n DT Contracting

n KG Hastie for Plasterboard Walls and Ceilings

n All Things Plasterboard

Training   
We conducted a Passive Fire Training Course in March with 
great comments from the participants, however, numbers 
were lower in comparison to last year. We are still looking 
at running a course in the South West on 20 July and are 
currently promoting for members in this area. A Passive 
Fire Course and Insulation course have been scheduled 
for the second week in September in Malaga. If you are 
interested in taking any of these courses please contact 
AWCI WA at adminwa@awci.org.au. 

The Apprentice of the Year 
Challenge was held at South 
Metropolitan Tafe on 18 May 
and it was a very successful day. 
Nine apprentices participated 
and the work completed by 
all competitors were of high 
quality. Special thanks to our 
judges David Robinson (South 
Metropolitan Tafe), Garry 
Whitelaw (South Metropolitan 
Tafe), Kim Prout (Prout Ceilings), 
Nathan Ohde (SP Ceilings) and 
Nigel Collicott (Premier Ceilings). 

Now we look forward to our Awards of Excellence Gala 
Dinner on 27 August 2016 to see who our Apprentice of 
the Year will be. It was great to see employers, workers and 
family of some of the apprentices attend and be part of the 
day.

Changes have been made to the Awards of Excellence 
and the judging procedure with an increase to the Award 
categories from four to seven from this year. Nomination 
booklets and application forms have been sent out and 
we are looking forward to seeing all the entries from our 
members.

Social   
On 29 April we had our Golf Day at Wembley Golf course 
with a fantastic turnout of 96 players all braving the 
weather. A complimentary hit at the driving range got the 
hips swinging followed by a quick lunch, then everyone 
headed out to their buggies for a shotgun start. We saw 
some really great shots and also a few balls coming out of 
the bunkers and bushes.

Winners are always 
grinners, congratulations 
to the USG Boral team 
Jimmy Moore, Dan Collie, 
Aaron McPherson and 
Peter Earl with a score of 
48.50. Special mention 
to Rhys Croxford from 
Plasterline Industries who 
got a hole in one on the 1st 
hole which is a par 4.

We finished the day with a cold beverage and sausage 
sizzle and presented the awards. Most stayed back to 
catch up confirming they had a good day out.

Special thanks to our Gold Sponsors – Rondo Building 
Services and BGC Plasterboard; and our Silver Sponsor – 
Studco Building Systems. Five novelty holes for the day 
were sponsored by Premier Ceilings, Fletcher Insulation, 
Ceiling Solutions, Perth Plasterboard Centre and USG 
Boral. Ceiling Prefab donated the door prizes. Thank you to 
all our sponsors for your ongoing support of the AWCI WA 
it is very appreciated.

AROUND THE STATES

Western Australia
Corey Watson, President, AWCI Western Australia

KEY DATES
Aug 27  Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner  

– Pan Pacific Hotel
Oct 9-12 AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference – Darwin, NT
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DWELLING UNITS APPROVED STATE TRENDS

NEW SOUTH WALES

The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in New 
South Wales rose 
1.4% in April and 
has risen for five 
months. The trend 

estimate for the number of private sector houses rose 
0.7% in April and has risen for four months.

VICTORIA

The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in 
Victoria was flat 
in April. The trend 
estimate for the 
number of private 

sector houses rose 0.7% in April and has risen for 10 
months.

QUEENSLAND

The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in 
Queensland rose 
2.9% in April and 
has risen for 10 
months. The trend 

estimate for the number of private sector houses fell 
0.6% in April and has fallen for five months.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in South 
Australia rose 2.2% 
in April and has risen 
for four months. The 
trend estimate for 

the number of private sector houses rose 2.0% in April 
and has risen for nine months.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

The trend estimate 
for total number 
of dwelling units 
approved in Western 
Australia fell 0.1% in 
April and has fallen 
for 19 months. The 
trend estimate for 

the number of private sector houses fell 1.4% in April and 
has fallen for 24 months.

The number of dwellings approved rose 1.2 per cent in April 2016, in trend terms, and has risen 
for five months, according to data released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) today.

Dwelling approvals increased in April in the Australian 
Capital Territory (6.7 per cent), Queensland (2.9 per cent), 
South Australia (2.2 per cent), Tasmania (1.9 per cent) 
and New South Wales (1.4 per cent). Dwelling approvals 
decreased in the Northern Territory (15.2 per cent) and 
Western Australia (0.1 per cent) in trend terms, and were 
flat in Victoria.

In trend terms, approvals for private sector houses rose 
0.2 per cent in April. Private sector house approvals rose 
in South Australia (2.0 per cent), Victoria (0.7 per cent) 
and New South Wales (0.7 per cent), but fell in Western 
Australia (1.4 per cent) and Queensland (0.6 per cent).

In seasonally adjusted terms, dwelling approvals 
increased 3.0 per cent, driven by private sector dwellings 
excluding houses which rose 8.7 per cent. Private sector 
house approvals fell 2.3 per cent in seasonally adjusted 
terms. 

The value of total building approved rose 1.1 per cent in 
April, in trend terms, and has risen for three months. The 
value of residential building rose 1.6 per cent while non-
residential building was flat.

Further information is available in Building 
Approvals, Australia (cat no. 8731.0) on the 
ABS website at www.abs.gov.au

Dwelling approvals rise in April

The AWCI has included the latest ABS approvals in this edition to highlight the current 
market conditions on a state by state basis.
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After having dug to a depth of 10 feet last year, 
British scientists found traces of copper wire dating 
back 200 years and came to the conclusion that their 
ancestors already had a sophisticated telephone 
network more than 150 years ago.

Not to be outdone by the British, in the weeks that 
followed, an American archaeologist dug to a depth 
of 20 feet, and shortly after, a story published in the 
New York Times: “American archaeologists, finding 
traces of 250-year-old copper wire, have determined 
that our ancestors already had an advanced high-
tech communications network 50 years earlier than 
the British.”

One week later, Australia’s Northern Territory Times 
reported the following: “After digging as deep at 
30 feet in his backyard in Tennant Creek, Northern 
Territory, aboriginal Billi Bunji, a self-taught 
archaeologist, reported than he found absolutely 
nothing. Billi has therefore concluded that 250 years 
ago, Australia had already gone wireless.”

Makes me feel bloody proud to be Australian!

An Arabian is shaking 
his carpet from his  

unit balcony.

Fellow below sings out,  
“Won’t it start, Abdul?”

Just bought a slow cooker ...

THE FIRST TEXT MESSAGE

THE SECOND TEXT MESSAGE

Shocked and betrayed, Bill grabbed his gun, marched next 
door and shot his neighbour Alan dead. He returned home 
where he poured himself a stiff drink and sat down on the 
sofa. 

He took out his phone and saw he had a subsequent 
message.

Subject: SPELL CHECK
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